99 cent Questions

Using the graph on the back of this sheet, create 99 cents worth of questions for Ray Bradbury’s “The Veldt.” You also need to ANSWER these questions, in detail.

Examples of how to form the questions:
Quarter questions will use: Who/why/how WITH would/will/might
Dime questions will use: what/where/when/which WITH would/will/might
Nickel questions will use: who/why/how WITH is/did/can
Penny questions will use: what/where/when/which WITH is/did/can

Shhhhh …. listen up, I’ve got a hint for you!

To create the LEAST amount of questions follow these directions:
3 x 25 cents = 75 cents
2 x 10 cents = 20 cents
4 x 1 cent = 4 cents
= 99 cents

Remember… a 25 cent question deserves a 25 cent answer.
You will be graded on both your questions AND your answers.